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The aim of
o all research
h is to answerr questions (R
Robson, 2011 ); but unfortunately the pro
ocesses, as w
well
as the ans
swers, are no
ot always that simple. Therre are differen
nt issues that can work to impede and/o
or
complicate research within and betw
ween the hard
d sciences (b iology, chemiistry, physics,, psychology and
medicine)) and the social sciences (c
criminology, sociology,
s
soccial work and psychology[ii]). Within soccial
science orientated rese
earch, we are
e using social science in itss broadest ca
apacity here to
o discuss anyy and
all researc
ch that examiines human participants
p
as
s well as the rrelationship b
between the sself and society;
and there is a vast arra
ay of differentt methodologies to choose from. I would
d firmly place sex offenderr
research within
w
this bra
acket. All rese
earch is about using tried a
and tested me
ethodologies to answer sp
pecific
questions
s, which mean
ns that you ne
eed to use the
e right method
dology to ansswer the resea
arch question
n that
you have to answer; th
his can sometimes be a bone of contenttion (Robson, 2011; Cham
mbers, 1999).
Within any
y given resea
arch project th
here are often
n a diaspora o
of “interested”” parties (for instance, fund
ders,
governme
ent bodies, other stakehold
ders) who dire
ectly or indirecctly impact up
pon the resea
arch, when these
“interested
d” parties also
o have a vestted interest in
n the research
h (they are fun
nding it, supp
plying data or
access) th
hey will get more
m
vocal in promoting
p
the
eir viewpoint. A
All of these “iinterested” pa
arties want the
research to
t say and do
o different thin
ngs, which ca
an be quite fru
ustrating (Rob
bson, 2011; D
Davies, Franciis &
Jupp, 2011). Within sexual abuse re
esearch, these viewpoints can become difficult to navigate. There
e are
a lot of “in
nterested” parrties; sexual abuse
a
researc
ch does not e
exist in isolatio
on and its outtcomes can im
mpact
a swath of
o professions (police, probation, prisons
s, therapists, counsellors, ccommunity grroups) and a
number of issues (prev
vention, public
c protection, criminal
c
justicce, treatment,, risk manage
ement), all of w
which
can confin
ne research practices.
p
In the main, when we talk
t
about aca
ademic rigourr and research
h with impactt, especially in
n the Criminal
Justice fie
eld, we are talking about in
nferential statistics and qua
antitative meth
hodologies (N
NESTA). The
prevailing view among both the academy and sta
akeholders, e specially in government, in
nternationallyy is
that empirrical, quantita
ative methodo
ologies are the
e always the most approprriate approach to take whe
en
conducting research. In
nterestingly, there
t
seems to
t be a step a
away from the
e traditional in
nternational
governme
ental attitude to
t quantitative
e research an
nd statistics w
within branche
es of governm
ment in Canad
da,
where the
e emerging attitude seems to be that infferential statisstics should n
not be used att all!
This intern
national dispa
arity throws up the real issue, that is tha
at judgments are being ma
ade on the via
ability
and impac
ct of research
h based upon attitudes to methodology
m
NOT, as it sh
hould be, attitu
udes to the w
whole
research process and how the meth
hodology sits in respect to the question.. We should n
not play favorites
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with some methodologies, nor should we blacklist or ostracize others out of context. We need to make
sure that the full methodological toolkit is available to us so that we can better develop and execute
appropriate research; especially given that sexual abuse is a multi-disciplinary area and needs
representation from different disciplines and methodologies. Ultimately, we should applaud all attempts to
improve our knowledge rather than criticizing existing research because it couldn’t be of the highest
quality. This is particularly true in an era when policy-makers are often unwilling to accept guidance from
scientific findings. For instance, in the UK the Scottish (Chan et al, 2010) and English (Kemshall et al,
2010) of the limited disclosure scheme indicated a very low take up of the schemes, a lack of
engagement with the schemes by the public and low levels of real world impact in policing terms all of
which would indicate that the disclosure scheme was not doing what it was supposed to did not stop the
government implementing it. A case of policy based evidence over evidence based policy maybe? There
is no question that we should want the best methodologies; and we should want to best overall processes
and options as well.
Not all methodologies suit all research questions, regardless of what some interested parties think, and
using an inappropriate methodology will compromise the research study, impact upon the quality of the
research as well as the outcomes (Robson, 2011). For instance,

-

Randomized Control Trials are often seen as the gold standard in evaluation research (Robson,
2011) and have been historically, and successfully used insocial science research, and are now
being used more often in criminal justice research (Duwe, 2012; Singer & Cooper, 2009), as
criminology is starting to become more quantitative and experimental. However, from Larry
Sherman and Richard Berk’s domestic violence RCT, the first criminal justice RCT, to Grant
Duwe’s (2012), both in Minnesota and both related to interpersonal violence interestingly, the use
of RCTs is better able to polarize a group of researchers above and beyond any other
methodology. The main concern with RCT’s is that they are inferentially powerful tools and should
only be used accordingly, namely with a strong, variable and disperse sample. Therefore using
an RCT to evaluate a well-established mainstream sex offender programme would be
appropriate, relevant and useful; whereas using it to evaluate a pilot, specialized programme with
5 participants would not. This is not to say that RCT’s should not be used, but rather there are
limits to the functionality, reliability, validity and results that it would produce; which would
problematise the results and give a potential false negative. In addition to the practical issues
with RCTs there are also moral dilemmas as well as ethical issues relating to alternatives to
treatment, public protection and offender care which although not limited to the sex offender field
are very pertinent to it.

-

Using a purely quantitative approach to test the effectiveness and impact of an emerging
paradigm. An example would be Circles of Support and Accountability (CoSA), where one would
be better placed to use a multi-strategy design, a case study design, or even a purely qualitative
approach to understand the processes and analysis the impact of CoSA, which, far from a simple
treatment program is a complex social phenomenon (McCartan et al, 2014). That is to say, an
RCT of CoSA should take place further down the line when a quantitative study with an
appropriate (and sizeable) sample, but doing it with an unrepresentative or inappropriate sample
would skew the results and problematise the research. Criticizing the methodology of existing
studies too early in the research process (as has been the case in many spheres) misses the
point and risks sending the wrong message to stakeholders.

The important thing to realize is that the choice to use a non-inferential methodology should not be seen
as weakening the coherence of the research, its outcomes or impact just because you cannot give a level
of significance to 0.05 or 0.01. If, through qualitative of case study research, you can demonstrate that a
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majority of your participants experienced a positive outcomes you are indicating that your research is
having an impact, regardless of not having a level of significance. Instead you are showing that you are
making an informed decision to use the correct methodology to answer your research question in the
most appropriate light and that your results reflect the reality of what you are investigating. This means
that the fringe benefits of research, like contributing to evidence based policy and practice, are realistic
and grounded.
It is important to stay open minded to all forms of research methodology and use the one best suited to
your research question, there are many ways to show success and impact so why decide to limit them.
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[i] Please note the ambiguous labeling of psychology as “hard” (i.e., cognitive psychology, vision and
perception) and “soft” science (i.e., social psychology), this is because psychology is a wide and
varied discipline that in different topic areas it is both.
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